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Abstract. FAPEC is an entropy coder which typically offers better results than the adaptive
Rice compressor. It uses basic pre-processing stages such as delta pre-processing, but it can
also be combined with a DWT. Here we describe a new algorithm called Hierarchical Pixel Av-
eraging (HPA). It divides an image in blocks of 16×16 pixels which are subsequently divided
into smaller blocks, up to the basic level where one block corresponds to one pixel. Average
pixel values are determined for each level, from which differential coefficients are extracted.
HPA allows the introduction of controlled losses with several quality levels, also allowing to
progressively decompress a given image from lower to higher quality. It achieves better reso-
lution in sharp image edges when compared to other lossy algorithms. HPA is based on simple
arithmetic operations, allowing a very simple (thus quick) implementation. It does not use any
floating-point operation, which is an interesting feature for satellite or embedded data com-
pression. We present a first implementation of HPA and the results obtained on a variety of
images, both for the lossless and lossy cases with different quality levels. Our results indicate
that HPA+FAPEC offers a performance comparable to that of CCSDS 122.0.
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10.951 INTRODUCTION

Given the large amount of data generated onboard the new generations of satellites for space
exploration and Earth observation, a very efficient compression algorithm is needed to drasti-
cally reduce the size of the data to be transferred to the ground segment. Each space mission
has strict requirements in terms of available bandwidth for the data downlink, available time
for such transfer, and available computing resources on-board. Each of these resources is very
expensive, so the cost of each mission can be strongly affected by the compression algorithm
chosen. Other limitations come from the architecture of the on-board processor or the hardware
implementation of the selected compressor. In some cases they cannot perform floating-point
operations, but in general it is advisable to avoid so — especially in case of lossless compres-
sion. All this means that the algorithm must be kept as simple as possible. In particular, lossy
compression algorithms based on wavelets or DCT (Discrete Cosine Transforms) are sometimes
too complex for the available processing power onboard and, thus, are frequently avoided in the
most restrictive applications [1, 2].

In this paper we introduce a new image compression algorithm, the so-called Hierarchical
Pixel Averaging (HPA). It is a pre-processing stage envisaged for FAPEC [3], an entropy coder
which can offer better results than the current standard — that is, the CCSDS 121.0 algorithm



Fig. 1. One HPA block, formed by 16×16 pixels.

— for lossless data compression in space [4]. The latter is based on the Rice-Golomb coding
method, which is conceived for noiseless data following geometric distributions. Its perfor-
mance rapidly degrades in the presence of outliers. FAPEC, on the contrary, is much more
resilient in front of unexpected data, providing good compression efficiency under almost any
situation. The goal of the HPA approach is twofold. On one hand, we intend to achieve bet-
ter compression ratios by taking advantage of the inter-pixel correlations typically present in
an image. Its design has been kept simple: it only uses simple arithmetic calculations, which
makes it suitable to be embedded on-board satellite payloads. On the other hand, its design
allows progressively introducing controlled losses in the compression, further increasing the
compression ratios at the expense of a reasonable quality loss in the reconstructed image.

10.952 THE HPA CONCEPT

10.952.1 Image blocks and levels

The basic image block of the HPA algorithm consists of just 16×16 pixels. Let us call the entire
block a Level-4 block. It can be divided into four smaller areas or quadrants, each one with an
8-pixels side, which we call Level-3 blocks. In the same way, we can define Level-2 blocks
(with 4-pixel sides) and Level-1 blocks (with 2-pixel sides). Finally, Level-0 consists of the
256 individual pixels. Summarizing, for each 256 pixels block, we define 256 level-0 pixels,
64 level-1 blocks (each made of 2×2 pixels), 16 level-2 blocks (each made of 4×4 pixels), 4
level-3 blocks (each made of 8×8 pixels), and finally 1 level-4 block (made of 16×16 pixels).
A representation of this scheme can be seen in Fig. 1, where, for the sake of clarity, only a
fraction of the blocks is highlighted and numbered.

A consequence of such a hierarchy is that each block of level n+ 1 is composed of 4 blocks
of level n, and that the average value of the n+1 level block is equal to the mean of the average
values of the 4 sub-blocks of level n. Equation (1) describes this relation as follows:

Hn+1(A) =
Hn(B) +Hn(C) +Hn(D) +Hn(E)

4
+ ρn+1(A) (1)

where Hn+1(A) is the average of block A from level n + 1, ρn+1(A) is the remainder of its
integer division by 4, Hn(B) is the average of the block B from level n, and so on. Inverting
Eq. (1), one can calculate one of the lower-level coefficients knowing that of the upper level and
the other three of the present level as follows:

Hn(E) = 4 ×Hn+1(A) − ρn+1(A) −Hn(B) −Hn(C) −Hn(D) (2)



The basic concept behind the HPA algorithm is to extract differential coefficients using the
average values and to compress them, instead of compressing the values of the original pixels.
The relation between the differential coefficient and its original value is given by Eq. (3):

∆Hn(i) = Hn(i) −Hn+1(A) (3)

Combining Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), the entire block of 16×16 pixels can be represented in 192
∆H0 coefficients, 48 ∆H1, 12 ∆H2, 3 ∆H3 and 1 H4. Note that ∆Hi refers to the differential
coefficients for level i, whereas H4 refers to the average value for level 4.

The total number of coefficients to be coded is 256, thus remaining identical to the number
of original pixels in the block. Nevertheless, there is some overhead due to the remainders.
Specifically, 64 ρ1 remainders for level 1 are needed, which can be coded in just 2 bits each,
leading to 16 bytes in total. Also, 16 ρ2 remainders for level 2 are needed as well (this amounts
to 4 bytes) 4 ρ3 remainders for level 3 (1 byte). Finally, 1 ρ4 remainder is required for level 4,
that is, 2 bits. The total overhead of the HPA algorithm is given by those reminders, which sum
21 bytes plus 2 bits. This represents an overhead of 0.66 bits per pixel, which is compensated
by the smaller entropy levels that result when the differential H coefficients are coded.

A consequence of the hierarchical approach of the HPA algorithm is that the first part of the
coefficients (H2) contains most of the information contained in the image (that is the average
value of the correspondent block of 16×16 pixels). Thus, they could be used to reconstruct
a thumbnail of the original image, with a size much smaller than that of the original image.
This is similar to the approach adopted in the multi-level Haar Wavelet Transform or in DCT
algorithms. In these compressors the first part of the coefficients also contains most of the
information of the image, whereas the rest consists of some sort of differential coefficients.

10.952.2 HPI variant

A variant of the HPA algorithm is the Hierarchical Pixel Interpolation algorithm, or HPI. The
difference of this algorithm with respect to the previously explained one is how the differential
coefficients are computed. As previously shown in Eq. (3), HPA calculates the differential
coefficients by subtracting the lower-level average value from the higher-level average values.
Instead, when the HPI algorithm is employed, in a first instance the average values of level 1 are
interpolated to predict the pixel values. Subsequently, the differential coefficients are calculated
by subtracting lower-level average values from the interpolated pixels just computed. Therefore,
Eq. (3) must be modified, resulting in the following expression:

∆Hn(i) = Pn(i) − Pn(i)′ (4)

where Pn(i)′ is the interpolated pixel. Since the interpolated pixel is more similar to the original
pixel than the average coefficient of the upper level, the differential coefficients of the HPI
implementation have lower entropy and, hence, are more compressible. From now on when we
refer to HPA+FAPEC we only consider the HPI variant. Hence, the lossy compressor described
below has been implemented using the HPI variant.

10.953 LOSSY HPA

One of the advantages of the HPA algorithm is that it is easy to introduce controlled losses. The
evolution to the lossy version of the algorithm consists of removing some of the least significant
bits (LSB) from the ∆H coefficients or the ρ remainders. Note that HPA allows to do this very
easily because we keep working in the image domain, whereas other approaches such as DWT
have to handle this more carefully to avoid strange and uncontrolled effects when removing
such bits from the transformed domain coefficients. Instead, when our approach is adopted, the
values of the pixels are reconstructed with progressively less accuracy, thus reducing the overall
quality of the image.



Fig. 2. Qualitative entropy comparison of the HPA coefficients for the lossless (top panel) and
lossy (bottom panel) versions of the algorithm.

In the current implementation of lossy HPA we have opted to allow different configurations
depending on the quality level required. That is, we have taken a fixed-quality approach instead
of fixed-rate. In particular, in our strategy the number of bits removed from the ∆H coefficients
varies from 0 to 8, and the number of bits removed from the ρ remainders varies from 0 to 2.
Following this strategy, we define the Quality Levels (hereafter QL) of lossy HPA as follows.
QL 0 is the lossless compression (no LSB removal). In QL 1 we remove 1 bit from ∆H0 and
1 bit from ρ1, which in practice is equivalent to removing 1 bit per pixel. In QL 2, 2 bits from
∆H0 and 2 bits from ρ1 are removed, meaning that we remove ρ1 completely. In QL 3, we
discard 3 bits from ∆H0, 1 bit from ∆H1, 2 bits from ρ1 and 1 bit from ρ2. In QL 4 we discard
4 bits from ∆H0, 2 bits from ∆H1, 2 bits from ρ1 and 2 bits from ρ2. This otherwise intuitive
and progressive approach is continued until QL 8, where we drop 8 bits from ∆H0 (that is,
these coefficients are completely removed), 6 bits from ∆H1, 4 bits from ∆H2, 2 bits from
∆H3, and all ρ remainders. In such QL 8 we lose all the high-resolution information of the
image, effectively downsampling it to a quarter of its original resolution (that is, half its original
width and height). We have also defined a “QL 0.5”, where we just remove one LSB from ρ1.
The LSBs are removed by right shifting the adequate amount of bits. The consequence of this
procedure is that the histogram of the differential coefficients becomes steeper and more centred
around 0. The example shown in Fig. 2 compares the histograms of the ∆H0 coefficients for
the lossless version and the QL 2 lossy version.

10.954 FAPEC AND DWTFAPEC

The Fully Adaptive Prediction Error Coder (FAPEC) is a highly-optimized entropy coding al-
gorithm for data compression which offers outstanding resiliency in front of outliers in the
data [3]. The typical application of FAPEC is as the coding stage of a data compression system,
after a first stage performing some kind of pre-processing on the data to be compressed, leading
to prediction errors — hereby the name of FAPEC. Such prediction errors, in the form of signed
integer values, are expected to be much smaller than the original data, and from that FAPEC will
generate short binary codes leading to an output smaller than the original data. Additionally,
FAPEC has been designed to be extremely efficient regarding the processing requirements. An



Fig. 3. Subset of images from the CCSDS 122.0 corpus that has been used in the tests. From
top to bottom and from left to right: pleiades pan (5504×1400 12-bit), b8 (2048×2048
8-bit), europa3 (557×600 8-bit), marstest (512×512 8-bit), wfpc (800×800 12-bit) and
p160 b f (2048×2048 16-bit).

FPGA prototype is also available for FAPEC [5], thus demonstrating its feasibility and suitabil-
ity for space missions.

In addition to FAPEC, an image compressor based on it was developed. It is called DWT-
FAPEC [2]. The DWTFAPEC image compressor is a fast, simple and robust entropy coder
that makes use of the DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) as pre-processing stage for FAPEC.
Within this scheme, the compressor yields excellent compression ratios in almost any situation
with very small requirements of processing resources. Additionally, DWTFAPEC demonstrated
the feasibility of combining complex pre-processing stages with FAPEC.

10.955 TESTS AND RESULTS

A first prototype of the algorithm has been implemented in C and tested on an Intel i686-64bit
platform running GNU/Linux. The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) has been used to com-
pile the code. We have run several tests of the HPA algorithm (using the HPI variant) on the
CCSDS 122.0 image corpus. The main goal of these tests is to compare the HPA+FAPEC com-
bination against different compressors — namely, FAPEC, DWTFAPEC and the CCSDS 122.0
recommendation, nowadays used in space applications. All of them have been run on the same
platform in order to provide comparable performance results. Two test campaigns have been ex-
ecuted to compare the performance of these compressors. First, using the lossless configuration,
considering compression ratios and execution times. Then, using the lossy versions (excluding
FAPEC, which only supports lossless operation) with different quality levels, considering also
the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). Note that for comparison purposes two CCSDS 122.0
implementations were used for the lossy tests. One is the standard implementation, whereas
the other uses the same lossy compression approach as DWTFAPEC [2], where only the AC
coefficients containing the most important information are coded.

10.955.1 Image compression corpus

The complete CCSDS 122.0 test image package has been used as image compression corpus for
all the following tests. Nevertheless, for the sake of conciseness we only show here the results
for a selected set of 6 of these images. Fig. 3 illustrates these images.



Table 1. Comparison of lossless compression ratios and execution times for HPA+FAPEC,
FAPEC, DWTFAPEC and CCSDS 122.0 on some representative images from the CCSDS 122.0
image corpus.

FAPEC HPA + FAPEC DWTFAPEC CCSDS 122.0
CR Time CR Time CR Time CR Time

b8 2.01 252 ms 1.95 672 ms 2.17 1116 ms 2.18 1236 ms
europa3 1.05 24 ms 1.07 52 ms 1.16 92 ms 1.21 132 ms
marstest 1.45 16 ms 1.34 40 ms 1.57 64 ms 1.67 88 ms
p160 b f 1.25 860 ms 1.25 1852 ms 1.29 1548 ms 1.30 2344 ms
pleiades pan 1.49 1452 ms 1.46 3056 ms 1.62 2628 ms 1.67 3424 ms
wfpc 3.07 100 ms 3.07 224 ms 3.21 200 ms 3.13 184 ms

Table 2. Minimum, average and maximum lossless compression ratios achieved by
HPA+FAPEC, FAPEC, DWTFAPEC and CCSDS 122.0 on the image corpus grouped by pixel
bit depths.

FAPEC HPA + FAPEC DWTFAPEC CCSDS 122.0
Bits min avg max min avg max min avg max min avg max

8 1.05 2.02 3.48 1.03 1.89 2.37 0.96 2.17 3.20 1.01 2.20 3.40
10 1.29 1.91 2.44 1.27 1.84 2.24 1.42 2.15 2.82 1.47 2.27 2.94
12 1.35 1.60 3.35 1.36 1.59 3.28 1.48 1.75 3.52 1.52 1.79 3.50
16 1.25 1.28 2.45 1.06 1.27 1.51 0.99 1.31 1.58 1.06 1.32 1.61

10.955.2 Lossless compression performance

We first compare our prototype of HPA+FAPEC against the original FAPEC, the standard
CCSDS 122.0 (in lossless mode) and DWTFAPEC (also in lossless mode). Table 1 compares
the performance in terms of compression ratio (CR) and execution time. We note here that
the performance of the HPA algorithm for lossless compression is not optimal, when compared
with that of FAPEC or of the CCSDS 122 standard. The reader should keep in mind that, as
previously explained, the HPA algorithm has been designed to allow FAPEC to compress lossy.
Thus, the results for lossless compression can only be considered as indicative. The average
compression ratio for each compressor is shown in Table 2. Finally, to compare the complexity
of the lossless algorithms, Table 3 shows the average number of instructions per sample or pixel.

The results show that, in terms of compression ratios, HPA+FAPEC performs more or less
similar to FAPEC alone. The execution time is understandably larger than that of FAPEC due to
the HPA pre-processing stage. Comparing HPA with CCSDS 122.0 and DWTFAPEC it can be
seen that, in general, the two last algorithms compress the images more than HPA. Nevertheless,
the results are acceptable in general, considering that the main application of the HPA algorithm
is to be implemented in a framework for lossy image compression. It should also be kept in mind
that HPA is still a prototype, so here we mainly intend to demonstrate its feasibility and proof
of concept. It is worth noting that the HPA ratios get closer to the DWT-based ones (that is,
DWTFAPEC and CCSDS 122.0) for the 12-bit and 16-bit images. This is otherwise expected,
because FAPEC has proven to be more competitive for sample sizes larger than 8 bits [3].
Finally, despite of being in such a prototyping phase, HPA runs on average 28.5% faster than
CCSDS 122.0 in its “Nebraska” C implementation available from the CCSDS website.

10.955.3 Lossless compression performance on noisy data

One of the strengths of FAPEC is its resilience in front of outliers, and therefore the HPA+FAPEC
combination should also reveal that. In order to prove the robustness of our solution on that re-
gard, we have added some noise to the images and compared the decrease in CR against that of
CCSDS 122.0 and DWTFAPEC. Specifically, we have introduced 1% noise, that is, one noisy



Table 3. Average number of instructions per sample for lossless compression for HPA+FAPEC,
FAPEC, DWTFAPEC and CCSDS 122.0 on some representative images from the CCSDS 122.0
image corpus.

Image FAPEC HPA + FAPEC DWTFAPEC CCSDS 122.0
b8 151 449 920 1487
europa3 168 471 979 1927
marstest 156 452 961 1736
p160 b f 186 491 1171 2444
pleiades pan 174 481 1153 2255
wfpc 158 464 1155 1682

Table 4. Percentage of degradation of CR for HPA+FAPEC, DWTFAPEC and CCSDS 122.0
when noise is present. The images have been modified by introducing outliers in 1% of their
pixels. See text for details.

HPA + FAPEC DWTFAPEC CCSDS 122.0
CR CR loss CR CR loss CR CR loss

b8 1.77 9.23 % 1.68 22.58 % 1.67 23.39 %
europa3 1.06 0.93 % 1.14 1.72 % 1.17 3.31 %
marstest 1.31 2.24 % 1.38 12.10 % 1.42 14.97 %
p160 b f 1.21 3.20 % 1.19 7.75 % 1.20 7.69 %
pleiades pan 1.22 16.44 % 1.41 12.96 % 1.47 11.98 %
wfpc 1.83 40.39 % 2.14 33.33 % 2.23 28.75 %

pixel every 100 pixels — which is quite sensible in space instrumentation [6]. The noise has
been simulated by adding a random value uniformly distributed within +/-25% of the dynamic
range (e.g. within +/-64 in images of 8-bit color depth). These pixels can be regarded as out-
liers caused by, for instance, prompt particle events in space detectors. Table 4 shows the results
of this test. This table reveals that the percentage of degradation in the compression ratio for
CCSDS 122.0 standard is typically five of more times larger than that obtained using HPA. The
worse results achieved by the HPA in the last two images are due to the low entropy of these
images. Specifically, adding noise to one pixel every 100 means that for each block of 16×16
pixels there are at least two noisy pixels. This increases the entropy of the image and the effect
is more evident for low entropy images. This explains why the largest percentage of degrada-
tion is often associated with larger values of CR. In summary, except for a few cases, the HPA
algorithm is typically more resilient to noise and outliers than the CCSDS 122.0 standard.

10.955.4 Lossy compression performance

We have considered the HPA quality levels from QL 1 to QL 8 for the comparison of the
compression ratio, execution time and quality of the reconstructed images (quantified as the
PSNR). Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the PSNR versus compression ratios achieved by HPA,
DWTFAPEC and CCSDS 122.0. We also include the “modified” CCSDS 122.0 algorithm in the
comparison, that is, an implementation that follows the same lossy approach as DWTFAPEC
[2], where only the AC coefficients containing the most important information are coded. In
general, HPA seems to be quite competitive for low levels of losses, yielding better results than
DWTFAPEC and the modified CCSDS 122.0 algorithm, and similar results for higher levels of
losses. It is worth emphasizing that HPA appears to provide a smoother evolution from lossless
to lossy, that is, we can achieve higher PSNR levels than with the DWT-based algorithms.
Therefore, it is an interesting solution for near-lossless image compression. To better show this
we computed, for each block of 16×16 pixels, the value of the maximum difference between
the original and the reconstructed pixels in our simulation, εmax, and compared it with the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of CR as a function of the PSNR for Lossy HPA+FAPEC, DWTFAPEC
and the CCSDS 122.0 standard. From left to right and from top to bottom: b8, europa3,
marstest, p160 b f, pleiades pan, wfpc.

theoretical maximum number of pixels which may differ from the original ones for each QL,
δn. Table 5 shows these results for the b8 image (8 bit). The maximum number of different
pixels is 256 because at least 1 LSB is removed from ∆H0. We also note that the maximum
error depends on the number of LSBs removed from each type of coefficient.

On the other hand, the CCSDS 122.0 recommendation demonstrates its good design by
typically providing the best PSNR results for a given compression ratio. An exception is the
wpfc image (the wide-field planetary camera image from the Hubble space telescope), where
HPA provides significantly better results than any other compressor for low to medium levels of
quality loss. This result must come from this peculiar image, where most of the pixels are dark
with just a few of them containing images from stars and galaxies.

Regarding execution times, Fig. 5 shows that HPA runs significantly faster than its competi-
tors for the lower levels of losses, specially for the 8-bit images. This result is consistent with



Table 5. Comparison of the bits removed and the maximum difference found for the image b8
for each quality level.

∆H0 ρ1 ∆H1 ρ2 ∆H2 ρ3 ∆H3 ρ4 εmax ∆n
QL 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 256
QL 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 256
QL 3 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 22 256
QL 4 4 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 37 256
QL 5 5 2 3 2 1 1 0 0 64 256
QL 6 6 2 4 2 2 2 0 0 117 256
QL 7 7 2 5 2 3 2 1 1 119 256
QL 8 8 2 6 2 4 2 2 2 156 256

Table 6. Average number of instructions per sample for lossless compression for HPA+FAPEC,
FAPEC, DWTFAPEC and CCSDS 122.0 on some representative images from the CCSDS 122.0
image corpus.

Image HPA + FAPEC DWTFAPEC CCSDS 122.0
b8 396 469 802
europa3 433 505 826
marstest 412 506 856
p160 b f 455 557 808
pleiades pan 446 551 830
wfpc 411 562 841

those found for the lossless compression, previously shown in Table 1. Actually, the execution
time of HPA seems to be quite constant for all levels, whereas the other options progressively
reduce their execution time as we increase the level of losses. This result comes from the
fact that fewer coefficients (in DWTFAPEC and in the modified CCSDS 122.0 algorithm) or
bitplanes (in the original CCSDS 122.0 standard) have to be coded when we introduce more
losses, whereas HPA keeps coding all of the coefficients — except in QL8 where we remove
the higher-resolution ones. The slight reduction in its execution time comes from the FAPEC
core, which runs faster for more compressible data. Again, it is important to point out that this is
the first prototype of the HPA algorithm and that further optimizations are still possible to make
it even more efficient. For the sake of completeness, in Table 6 we compare the complexity of
the lossy algorithms, in terms of the average number of instructions per sample or pixel for all
the quality levels.

Finally, Fig. 6 provides a qualitative comparison of the lossy results that can be achieved
with the different algorithms. We have used QL 7 for HPA, QL 3 for DWTFAPEC and a fixed
rate of 0.5 bits for the CCSDS 122.0 standard, all of them providing a PSNR around 10 dB —
that is, quite a bad-quality case. The top panels show a detail of the original europa3 image
and its lossy recovered images, whereas the bottom panels show the errors of the recovered im-
ages after lossy compression. The latter are actually “error maps”, where each pixel shows the
error in the reconstruction of that pixel with respect to the original image. White pixels mean a
perfect reconstruction, while dark or black pixels mean a larger error. It can be seen that the re-
construction errors for the case of HPA are quite randomly distributed over the image, although
they become significantly more evident around the sharp edges. In the case of DWTFAPEC the
errors are also evident in such edges, which lead to artifacts in the reconstructed image. Finally,
in the case of the CCSDS 122.0 recommendation the errors are more uniformly distributed over
the entire image. Overall, it seems that HPA and especially the CSSDS 122.0 recommendation
provide more details in the sharp image edges. On the other hand, DWTFAPEC significantly
smoothens such edges in the reconstructed image.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the execution time between Lossy HPA+FAPEC, DWTFAPEC and
CCSDS 122.0 algorithm. From left to right and from top to bottom: b8, europa3,
marstest, p160 b f, pleiades pan, wfpc.

For completeness, we also provide the qualitative comparison of the lossy results for the
case of lower levels of losses — that is, higher image qualities. Specifically, we have tested the
algorithms for a PSNR of about 17 dB. The results are shown in Fig. 7. As otherwise expected,
despite of zooming into a detail of the image it is hard to identify any problems in the recon-
structed images, which are obviously an excellent result for all of the algorithms. Only when
looking at the error maps it can be seen that the HPA algorithm (both with QL 3 and QL4) has
some remarkable differences in the reconstructed images around the sharp edges. DWTFAPEC
also reveals such effects, whereas the CCSDS 122.0 recommendaton shows almost no differ-
ence at all in the entire image. It is worth noting the significant increase in the HPA compression
ratio (from 1.81 to 2.33) when moving from QL 3 to QL 4 despite of leading to very similar
images after reconstruction. DWTFAPEC seems to offer the worst compression ratios in this
case.



Fig. 6. Detail of the original and reconstructed europa3 image after low-quality lossy com-
pression. The top panels show, from left to right: original, HPA+FAPEC, DWTFAPEC and
CCSDS 122.0 standard. Bottom panels: HPA error map, DWTFAPEC error map and CCSDS
122.0 standard error map. The compression ratios are 8.4 for HPA, 5.0 for DWTFAPEC and
15.9 for the CCSDS 122.0 standard. The PSNR obtained in all cases is around 10 dB.

Fig. 7. Top panels: detail of the reconstructed europa3 image after high-quality lossy com-
pression. Bottom panels: error maps obtained from the different compressors. From left to
right: HPA+FAPEC with QL 3 (ratio 1.81 and PSNR 18.1 dB), HPA+FAPEC with QL 4 (ratio
2.33 and PSNR 15.5 dB), DWTFAPEC with QL 1 (ratio 1.43 and PSNR 17.0 dB) and CCSDS
122.0 recommendation with a rate 3 bpp (ratio 2.65 and PSNR 17.2 dB).



10.956 FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

The HPA algorithm and its HPI variant, despite of still being prototypes, have shown future
potential and a clear applicability and usefulness. Nevertheless, there is clearly much room for
improvements. For example, so far the algorithm is only able to handle greyscale images. A
different implementation of the algorithm allowing to compress color or even hyperspectral im-
ages is currently under study. Besides, the algorithm needs to be further optimized, reducing in
this way the execution time needed to compress a given image. We also envisage improvements
in the FAPEC core to enable a parallelization of the compression process — an interesting fea-
ture when dealing with large data volumes. Since HPA works independently on the different
16×16 pixels blocks, it can be easily parallelized, and this will result in a reduction of the
execution time. The HPA algorithm will also be revised in order to improve the lossless and
high-quality lossy ratios. Finally, regarding the lossy compression, one feature that would im-
prove the algorithm usability is a logic which, given a desired compression ratio (or bits per
pixel), the adequate QL is adaptively selected. This means to add a control that allows the HPA
to compress not only with fixed quality, but also with fixed rate.

10.957 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have introduced a new image compression algorithm called Hierarchical Pixel
Averaging (HPA). It has been designed as a new pre-processing stage for FAPEC, specific for
images. The goal was to obtain an efficient image compression algorithm allowing to progres-
sively move from lossless compression to near-lossless and lossy compression with different
quality levels. The HPA implementation has been kept as simple as possible, avoiding floating-
point operations in order to make it more suitable to be implemented in hardware and embedded
on satellite payloads. It must be also noted that we have adopted this approach (instead of the
typical wavelet-based or transformation-based approaches) in order to minimize the artifacts
that can be seen in the restored images when they are lossy compressed with very low quality
levels.

The results, when compared to the CCSDS 122.0 standard, show that the HPA+FAPEC
combination can compress an image significantly faster (28.5% on average) in the lossless
scheme. The compression ratio is similar to that obtained when compressing using FAPEC
alone (which uses a delta pre-processing), but still lower than with the lossless CCSDS 122.0
recommendation or DWTFAPEC. We expect to improve such lossless results with future im-
provements in the algorithm. In presence of noise, the HPA+FAPEC combination has shown
better results than its competitors, resulting in a smaller degradation ofCR. In the lossy scheme,
HPA can achieve higher compression ratios and PSNR values for the lower levels of losses. One
interesting result is the capability of HPA to achieve higher quality levels than DWTFAPEC or
the CCSDS 122.0 recommendation, thus offering a near-lossless image compression.

The quality of the recovered images are very good for low to moderate levels of losses.
One of the interesting results is that the compressed images obtained using lossy HPA can
keep most of the details around sharp image edges, whereas the modified lossy CCSDS 122.0
recommendaton and DWTFAPEC typically present a significant smoothing or artefacts in such
edges.

Summarizing, this new image compression approach appears as a promising, feasible and
efficient alternative to the current image data compression standard for satellite payloads.
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